
HELPING YOU LIVE AN AUTHENTIC

AND EMPOWERED LIFE

OWNING YOUR STORY

AFTER DIAGNOSIS
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Welcome
My hope is by understanding your emotions and having tools to

work with that you can move faster through the process of

understanding your story so you can create a life of health and

wellness.

 

A kick start to your health journey begins with understanding your

story and how it affects your thinking and how you view your future.  

Let's start with a little about me. 



Hi, I'm Lisa!

I am passionate about helping

people with chronic conditions

lead genuine lives, and bring

their stories to the forefront.

 

My background was in

Nursing working at subacute

centers and with the elderly.

In 2000 I changed careers to

HVAC then retiring due to my

visual impairment and other

health issues. In 2016 I began

my entreprenurial journey

growing my wellness

business. During this time, I

began to realize a few things

about myself.

For too long I was ashamed of many aspects of my life. I didn’t

own my story, I was hung up on old patterns, and giving up

on things ever improving for me. I felt disconnected.
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Getting a diagnosis is a big life event that can

dictate how you feel inside about yourself and

keeps you stuck. You can experience a feeling

of failure, guilt, shame, stigma and even feel

not good enough. 

 

I never considered, at that time, how far

reaching a diagnosis was to my mental and

physical wellness. How was I going to tell a

friend about my diagnosis, a new doctor or a

dentist, family and friends. I was overwhelmed

keeping my pain in, resigned to its fate. 
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I didn’t realize that by glossing over my truth

and my story, I was preventing progress in my

life both personally and professionally. I was

dealing with chronic health issues, pain from

the past, and not seeing the success I wanted.

Often times I was asking myself how can I use

my story to help others overcome. I found a

solution! By understanding what I experienced,

my hope is that you don’t take as long as I did

to live an authentic and empowered life.



Each time I had to disclose my diagnosis, I

would run down all the feelings I had about

myself and it caused anxiety and fear. I

wasn’t even conscious that I worried about

what other people would think of me. I was

not able to digest and identify  all of  the

emotions early on..

I'll be sharing some tips and ideas for you to

consider when you get a diagnosis or you

want to restart and jump into what can help

you move forward in your wellness journey.
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After Diagnosis - My  initial reaction was

denial and  to hide  it away in an emotional

vault.  

 

I was so vulnerable at that time I didn’t realize

how telling the wrong people may be even

more painful.   I was feeling grief, anger and

denial.

 

Grief can be overwhelming and hard to digest.

We all have our own pace, so allow yourself

the time.  I  needed to sit with myself and feel.

 

I needed to grieve without input from others

on what I should be doing or how I should

feel. By telling the wrong people I got

unwanted advice and gossip that didn’t serve

me. 
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Grief can be

overwhelming and

hard to digest!
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Final Thoughts:

Write about your grief.

Seek out a therapist.

Talk with those who are in your inner

circle.

1.

2.

3.

How you grieve is up to you. Be quiet with

yourself, contemplate and  acknowledge  your

feelings.



Self-Educate
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Part of empowerment was knowing what your diagnosis is and

is not. How could I tell others about what I was experiencing if

I didn’t know some of what I was facing, you don’t have to be

an expert but know what's next. 

 

This will help you break out of a negative story line. Growing

in confidence and knowing what's next will go a long way in

having tough conversations.  
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The reality of my diagnosis was going to be far reaching.

Impacting family, friends, and my sexual partner. Knowing

Talk to your doctor and take notes.

 Read credible resources online.

Educate about lifestyle changes that

may help.

1.

2.

3.

Final Thoughts: 

the facts can ease your ability to really

connect and get the support you need.

This was a great benchmark for

empowerment.



Sharing Your Story
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At this point I was armed with some facts about my diagnosis,

I allowed myself to grieve some losses. Now I could reach out.

My first pick when the opportunity arose was the people who I

knew loved me for me. It took four years before I told my

siblings and 5 years before my parents. Family members are

not always first on the list.

I received comfort from my closest friends, they let me cry and

share my truth without fear and judgment.
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Then I moved to the next and the next.

Sharing with others changed over the years

as I grew and the evidence was growing that

I was living an authentic life, embracing all

of me. One story, one life standing on a

foundation of health,  It was me and totally

liberating.
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Sharing Your Story 

Write your story.

Who can you tell?

Manage expectations.

Begin to mentor others.

Let your story shine a light for others.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Final Thoughts:
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My wellness, confidence and self-worth  was  on me, what I

needed was not to be fixed but loved. By standing with other

success stories I began to surround myself with those who I

saw as confident,  thriving, empowered, and served others. I

no longer was seeking to get validation, I was living in my

truth.



Knowing your process is helpful to unlock

the things that keep you stuck. When

faced with a crisis  it's  not easy to jump

from survival mode to wellness without a

few steps in between. 

My experience took far too long. I stayed

stuck and I suffered as a result with poor

health, depression, and feeling I wasn’t

authentic to you and myself. By pushing

my story under the rug, I could never

envision a life of purpose.
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How we view ourselves matters.  

Focusing on negatives keeps us

stuck unless we are willing to

change the message. 

 

We  are able to  manifest what

we believe is true. If  we can

change that story, we can

change our health.

 

Writing your experience and

flushing out your truth, may

unlock your journey to creating

a life on the other side of dis-

ease.
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Lisa Tuccio

Phone :   3 0 2 - 3 8 8 - 3 8 1 9

Emai l :  l i s a @ l i s a j t u c c i o . c o m

Website :   w w w . l i s a j t u c c i o . c o m

Facebook :   @ h a c k y o u r w a y w e l l
L i s a  T u c c i o  -  H a c k  Y o u r  W a y  W e l l

LinkedIn :  h t t p s : / / w w w . l i n k e d i n . c o m / i n / l i s a t u c c i o -

h a c k y o u r w a y w e l l

Creating a life of purpose through wellness. 
I help people with chronic conditions live fuller lives.
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